ABSTRACT

Extreme Permissivism is the view that a body of evidence could rationally permit both the attitude of belief and disbelief towards a proposition. This paper puts forward a new argument against Extreme Permissivism, which improves on a similar style of argument due to Roger White (2005, 2014). White’s argument is built around the principle that the support relation between evidence and a hypothesis is objective: so that if evidence E makes it rational for an agent to believe a hypothesis H, then E makes it rational to believe H, for all agents. In this paper, I construct a new argument against Extreme Permissivism that appeals to a logically weaker, less demanding view about evidential support, Relational Objectivity: whether a body of evidence E is more likely if H is true than if H is false is an objective matter and does not depend on how any agent interprets the relationship between E and H. Relational Objectivity is solely concerned with the conditional probabilities called likelihoods and does not put substantive constraints on an agent’s prior and posterior credences. For this reason, the presented argument avoids the standard permissivist criticism levelled against White’s argument.
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1. Introduction

Can a body of evidence equally justify both believing a proposition and its negation? According to the view called *Extreme Permissivism*, the answer is yes. More fully:

**Extreme Permissivism (EP):** There are some bodies of evidence $E$, such that $E$ rationally permits believing that $H$ and believing that $\neg H$.

Roger White (2005, 2014), who has coined the term “Extreme Permissivism”, has put forward several arguments against EP. At the heart of White’s central arguments is the idea I call the *Objectivity of Evidential Support* (Objectivity, for short): the view that the support relation between evidence and a proposition (or hypothesis) is absolute and does not change from agent to agent. So, according to Objectivity, if the evidence supports a hypothesis, e.g. anthropogenic climate change, then the evidence supports the hypothesis for all agents. And given some plausible assumptions, Objectivity seems to entail that rational individuals cannot respond differently to the same evidence.$^1$

Many permissivists have argued that White presupposes “a superseded view of evidential support” (Douven 2009, 347). According to this standard permissivist response, it is a mistake to view the support relation as a two-place relation between evidence and a hypothesis (or a proposition); instead, evidential support can be sensitive to various third, agent-relative factors, such as epistemic standards, personal credence functions, epistemic goals or cognitive abilities.$^2$ For instance, according to this line of thought, equally informed jurors may come to different but equally justified conclusions about whether a defendant is guilty because they have different epistemic standards on what counts as sufficient and relevant evidence for the defendant’s guilt.

In this paper, I offer a novel argument against EP that captures the plausible thought behind Objectivity and is immune to the popular permissivist objection that I’ve outlined above. My argument substitutes Objectivity with a less demanding thesis I call *Relational Objectivity*: whether a body

---

$^1$ A similar argument can be found in Feldman (2007) and Matheson (2011). All the other criticisms of EP that I’m aware of are committed to Objectivity: e.g. Hedden (2015), Dogramaci and Horowitz (2016), Greco and Hedden (2016), Stapleford (2019).

of evidence $E$ is more likely if a hypothesis, $H$, is true than if $H$ is false depends on $E$ and $H$ themselves and not on how any agent interprets the relationship between $E$ and $H$. As its name suggests, Relational Objectivity is a relational or contrastive principle. It is solely concerned with the conditional probabilities called *likelihoods*, and does not put substantival constraints on prior and posterior credences of an agent. For this reason, Relational Objectivity is wholly compatible with the view that there are important agent-relative factors that influence what an agent ought to believe and to what degree.

The paper proceeds as follows. After discussing some preliminaries in section 2, I introduce and analyse White’s argument against EP in section 3. Discussing White’s argument will allow us to see in what respects the novel argument against EP, introduced in section 4, departs from White’s original argument. I conclude in section 5 that it is possible to reject EP and still retain an important permissivist idea that subjective, agent-relative factors rationally influence an agent’s doxastic states. Hence, I submit that the proposed novel argument against EP improves on a similar style of argument due to White.

2. Varieties of Permissivism

There are many versions of Permissivism. In this paper, we are solely concerned with Permissivism about (categorical, coarse-grained) belief, which states that a body of evidence can equally justify both the attitude of belief and disbelief towards a proposition.

The arguments against EP discussed in this paper are compatible with weaker versions of Permissivism, such as *Moderate Permissivism* and *Credal Permissivism*:³

**Moderate Permissivism**: There are some bodies of evidence $E$, such that $E$ rationally permits two belief-attitudes towards a proposition, where suspension of judgment about the proposition is among the permitted attitudes.

**Credal Permissivism**: There are some bodies of evidence $E$, such that $E$ rationally permits more than one credence towards a proposition.

³ See also Jackson (2019) for a discussion of various versions of Permissivism.
Moderate Permissivism allows that in some cases, a body of evidence permits, say, belief that $H$ and suspending judgement about $H$. One may endorse Moderate Permissivism without endorsing EP. And while, as stated, EP does not logically imply Moderate Permissivism, it is plausible to assume that if EP is true, then Moderate Permissivism is also true.\(^4\)

Regarding Credal Permissivism: it is a thesis about fine-grained doxastic attitudes and does not imply any similar thesis about the coarse-grained attitude of belief. While EP is a thesis about (coarse-grained) belief, it implies Credal Permissivism on a widely accepted assumption that one should believe a proposition only if one assigns a high credence to that proposition.

Credal Permissivism is an extremely popular position within contemporary epistemology;\(^5\) and for that reason alone, it should be considered vastly more plausible than EP.

The negation of Permissivism is called Uniqueness. As with Permissivism, Uniqueness comes in many forms. Because this paper criticises EP, it advocates the view I call *Moderate Uniqueness* (the negation of EP):

Moderate Uniqueness: For any hypothesis $H$ and evidence $E$, it is not the case that $E$ justifies/rationally permits belief that $H$ and belief that $\neg H$.\(^6\)

Now that all the key terms have been defined, we are ready to state and analyse White’s argument against EP.

### 3. White’s Argument against EP

As noted in the introduction, the key premise in White’s argument is Objectivity: the view that the support relation between evidence and a proposition (or hypothesis) is absolute and does not change from agent to agent. White (2014) has specified Objectivity in modal terms, as the thesis

\(^{4}\) We could have stated EP as the thesis that some bodies of evidence equally justify all three belief-attitudes towards a proposition: belief, disbelief and suspension. But as we are solely focused on the permissibility of adopting opposing beliefs towards a proposition, it is unnecessary to strengthen EP.

\(^{5}\) To quote Douven (2009, 348) “(…) to the best of my knowledge no one calling him- or herself a Bayesian thinks that we could reasonably impose additional constraints that would fix a unique degrees-of-belief function to be adopted by any rational person”. Douven is completely right. Even contemporary *Objective Bayesians*, such as Williamson (2010), grant that some evidential situations permit more than one credence towards a hypothesis.

\(^{6}\) I will use the terms “justified” and “rational” interchangeably. While in other contexts, the two notions could be distinguished, such a distinction would serve no useful purpose in this paper.
that evidential support relations hold \textit{necessarily}: that is, if \( E \) supports \( H \) then \textit{necessarily} \( E \) supports \( H \).

The claim that the evidential support relation holds necessarily may sound unobvious, and even trivially false to some. To take White’s (ibid., 313-314) example that illustrates the worry about the necessity claim:

That the gas gauge reads Full supports the conclusion that the tank is full. But it need not. Suppose we know that the gauge is stuck on Full, or even that the wiring is switched so that it tends to read Full only when the tank is empty. In these cases the gauge’s reading Full seems to support no conclusion or the opposite conclusion.

So, according to the above example, the evidence \( g \): “The gas gauge reads Full” may support different conclusions, depending on what else we know about the gas gauge. To this example, White responds that \( g \), in itself, does not support any conclusion about the tank. It is only when we combine \( g \) with our background evidence that we can meaningfully talk about what the evidence supports. For instance, if our background evidence is that the gauge is typically reliable, then \( g \) unequivocally supports the conclusion that the tank is full. As White (ibid., 314) concludes, when our background evidence is sufficiently specified, “it is hard to make sense of the idea that all of that information might have supported a different conclusion”.

Now, using some additional premises, White gives the following argument against EP from Objectivity (2014, 314):\textsuperscript{7}

\textit{The Evidential Support Argument}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(P1)] If \( E \) supports \( H \) then necessarily \( E \) supports \( H \).
\item[(P2)] It cannot be that \( E \) supports \( H \) and \( E \) supports \( \neg H \).
\item[(P3)] Necessarily, it is rational for \( S \) to believe that \( H \) iff \( S \)’s total evidence supports \( H \).
\end{enumerate}

Therefore:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(C1)] If an agent whose total evidence is \( E \) is rational in believing \( H \), then it is impossible for an agent with total evidence \( E \) to rationally believe \( \neg H \).
\end{enumerate}

\textsuperscript{7} The argument is quoted verbatim, but the order of premises and the original formalism is changed for the uniformity of reading.
The first premise is White’s version of Objectivity. Regarding the two other premises: P2 is what might be called the Uniocity Principle (Univocity, for short), the view that “evidence speaks univocally, not equivocally” (Weisberg 2020, 2). So, according to Univocity, if evidence points to $H$ it cannot also point to $\neg H$. The last premise, P3, is a bridge principle connecting evidential support with justified/rational belief. And the conclusion of White’s argument, C1, is equivalent to Moderate Uniqueness (the negation of EP).

Permissivists have found the argument unconvincing. The most popular criticism of the argument is centred around White’s account of evidential support. Several authors have argued that the relation of support is always relative to a third relatum. To quote Kopec and Titelbaum:

(...) support facts obtain only relative to a third relatum; absent the specification of that third relatum, there simply is no matter of fact about whether the evidence justifies the hypothesis.
(Kopec and Titelbaum 2019, 208)

Permissivists have developed a couple of different interpretations of this “third relatum” (see Kopec and Titelbaum 2016, 194); the most common interpretation is in terms of epistemic standards (Schoenfield 2014). Epistemic standards are the norms of evaluating and reasoning about evidence deemed reliable or truth conducive.

A popular and elegant way of representing epistemic standards is in terms of Bayesian credence functions. According to the standard Bayesian position, the degree to which an agent ought to believe a hypothesis, $H$, depends on (at least) two factors: (i) her (total body of) evidence and (ii) her prior probability in $H$. Prior probabilities (or priors) encode an agent’s degree of belief in $H$ before receiving evidence $E$. An agent’s priors may reflect her epistemic standards: say, how much an agent values the simplicity of a hypothesis compared to its explanatory power. So, equally rational agents may adopt non-trivially different priors, depending on how much weight they give to the simplicity considerations over the explanatory considerations; and different priors may lead to non-trivially different posteriors.

Hence, permissivists contend that two individuals can rationally respond to the same body of evidence differently if they endorse different epistemic standards.

In the next section, I’ll state a novel argument against EP which avoids the standard criticism of White’s argument. I will substitute White’s
Objectivity with a relatively undemanding principle about evidential support, which I call *Relational Objectivity*: the view that whether a body of evidence is more likely if a hypothesis is true than if the hypothesis is false is an objective matter. On White’s argument, the objective support relation has the belief-guiding role (see the third premise, P3; more on this in the next section). By contrast, the presented argument won’t assume that relational facts about support (fully) determine what an agent should believe and to what degree. For this reason, Relational Objectivity won’t be susceptible to the standard permissivist objections; or so I will argue.

4. **A New Argument against EP**

My argument against EP consists of three premises and a theorem of the probability theory. The first premise is a conditional that states that EP implies the existence of a certain type of permissive cases, and the other two premises are epistemic principles which I call the *Moderate Principle*, and *Relational Objectivity*. In what follows, first, I’ll state the argument in a premise-conclusion form and then discuss these premises one at a time.

The Relational Objectivity Argument

1. If EP is true, then two equally informed agents who rationally suspend judgment about \( H \) can rationally come to adopt opposing doxastic attitudes about \( H \) upon learning some new evidence \( E \): one agent may believe \( H \) and the other agent \( \neg H \).

2. The Moderate Principle: If evidence \( E \) justifies you in believing that \( H \) and prior to learning that \( E \), you were not justified in believing \( H \), then \( E \) makes it rational to increase your probability in \( H \); i.e., \( P(H \mid E) > P(H) \), where \( P \) represents your credence function and \( P \) is a rational credence function for you to have.

3. Relational Objectivity: Whether evidence \( E \) is more likely on \( H \) than on \( \neg H \), depends on the evidence and hypotheses themselves and not on how any agent interprets the relationship between the evidence and hypotheses; i.e., for any two equally informed agents with rational credence functions \( P \) and \( P^* \), it cannot be the case that \( P(E \mid H) > P(E \mid \neg H) \) and \( P^*(E \mid H) \leq P^*(E \mid \neg H) \).
Theorem: For any \( H \), \( E \) and credence function \( P \), \( E \) confirms \( H \) iff \( P(E|H) > P(E|\neg H) \).\(^8\)

Therefore:

(5) Moderate Uniqueness: For any hypothesis \( H \) and evidence \( E \), it is not the case that \( E \) justifies belief that \( H \) and belief that \( \neg H \).

The argument is valid. To see this, assume for reductio that \( EP \) is true. Given the first premise and the Moderate Principle, \( EP \) entails that a body of evidence \( E \) could confirm \( H \) for one agent and \( \neg H \) for some other agent. Now, it is a theorem of the probability theory, that, for any \( H \) and probability function \( P \), \( E \) confirms \( H \) iff \( P(E|H) > P(E|\neg H) \). And by Relational Objectivity, if the inequality \( P(E|H) > P(E|\neg H) \) is true for some agent, then it is true for all equally informed agents. Therefore, it cannot be the case that \( E \) confirms \( H \) for one agent and \( \neg H \) for some other agent; contrary to our assumption.

Now that we have established the argument’s validity, let us proceed to discuss each of its premises, one at a time.

The first premise does not follow from the definition of \( EP \), but it articulates the key idea behind \( EP \); that some bodies of evidence, in themselves, are radically permissive: so the reason why two individuals can adopt opposing doxastic attitudes towards \( H \) in light of their shared evidence is not because of their prior convictions about \( H \) but because of their different evaluation of the same evidence.\(^9\) Let me provide an example: consider two open-minded agents who, at some time, share the same (background) evidence \( K \) about the existence of God of traditional theism, \( G \), and these agents rationally suspend judgment on \( G \), in light of \( K \). Now, according to premise (1), if \( EP \) is true, it may be possible that upon learning some new evidence \( E \) these agents rationally come to opposing conclusions about God’s existence; so that one agent rationally believes \( G \), while the other rationally believes \( \neg G \).

I should note that premise (1) does not imply any substantive constraints on an agent’s degrees of belief or credences. If two agents are agnostic

\(^8\) I always assume that for all hypotheses \( x \), \( 0 < P(x) < 1 \).

\(^9\) Many permissivists like Kelly (2014), Schoenfield (2014), and Kopec and Titelbaum (2019) explicitly argue that Permissivism is true because rational individuals can evaluate the same evidence in different ways, and not because they already have opposing attitudes towards \( H \) without any evidence. See, for instance, Kopec and Titelbaum’s (2019., Sect. 4) *Reasoning Room* example. So given the published defences of \( EP \), a version of \( EP \) that is incompatible with premise (1) does not seem to be an appealing view even for permissivists.
about God’s existence, this does not imply that their credences in God are the same. For instance, two agents may agree that a necessary condition for believing \( G \) is that it has a high probability of being true, say higher than 0.7. So, on this assumption, both agents may suspend judgment on \( G \), even if one is, say, 0.6 confident in \( G \) and the other is 0.4 confident in \( G \). As premise (1) is highly plausible, I expect that it won’t be a controversial step in my argument.

The second premise, the Moderate Principle, as its name suggests, is a moderate, uncontroversial thesis. It does not say that you are rational in believing \( H \) based on \( E \) whenever \( E \) rationally increases your probability or rationally confirms \( H \). It only states a necessary (and not sufficient) condition on when it is rational to start believing \( H \) based on \( E \); and this necessary condition is that \( E \) rationally confirms \( H \). For instance, let \( H \) be the hypothesis that Smith did the crime, let \( E \) be some new body of evidence; say, the evidence that Smith’s fingerprints were found in the crime scene. Now, if prior to receiving evidence \( E \) you were not rational in believing \( H \), and if \( E \) makes you rational in believing that \( H \), then \( E \) must, at least, make it rational to be more confident in \( H \) than before.\(^{10}\)

What makes an agent’s credence function rational (or rationally permissible)? Subjective Bayesians hold that the only rationality requirement on an agent’s credence function \( P \) is that \( P \) is a probability function (that is, \( P \) satisfies the standard axioms of probability). This requirement is called coherence. As we will see, via premise (3), I’ll defend an additional constraint on \( P \) that goes beyond (probabilistic) coherence;\(^ {11}\) but I won’t appeal to any set of conditions that are jointly sufficient for \( P \) to be rational (for an agent).

It is important to note that whether \( E \) confirms \( H \) for an agent depends on what else the agent knows or takes for granted. So it is useful to divide an

\(^ {10}\) One may object to the Moderate Principle for a reason related to the debate about the permissibility to form a belief in light of “mere statistical evidence”. For instance, suppose that new evidence reduces your probability for a hypothesis but gives you non-statistical evidence for it, where you previously had only statistical evidence for it. Now, if we think that mere statistical evidence cannot suffice for rational belief, then we’ll get cases where gaining evidence can justify moving from suspension of judgment to belief, despite reducing the probability of the believed proposition. Such alleged counterexamples against the Moderate Principle are irrelevant to the argument of this paper. Even if mere statistical evidence is insufficient for rational belief (which is a controversial assumption), we can restrict the argument against EP to the cases that do not involve a transfer from statistical to non-statistical evidence. After all, there is no reason whatsoever to think that EP is only true when an agent’s evidence changes from statistical to non-statistical evidence.

\(^ {11}\) Of course, it is not surprising that any argument against EP should go beyond a purely subjective Bayesian account of confirmation. I should also note that, while subjective Bayesianism is a popular view, many (e.g. see Maher 1996; Hawthorne 2005) have argued that any purely subjective account of confirmation faces some serious problems, most notably the so-called problem(s) of old evidence. See Maher (1996) for a detailed argument that a purely subjective account of confirmation is unattainable.
agent’s total body of evidence into two parts: new evidence $E$ and a body of background evidence, denoted by $K$. What counts as new evidence $E$ and what counts as background evidence $K$ is largely an arbitrary matter and depends on an agent in question and her context of reasoning. For instance, suppose you are particularly interested in how a piece of evidence $E$ bears on the hypothesis, $H$, that Smith did the crime. $E$ may be the evidence that Smith’s fingerprints were found at the crime scene. In evaluating evidence $E$, your background evidence will include every relevant proposition that you take for granted at that time: such as common-sense propositions about how the world works (e.g. people leave fingerprints and that the fingerprint matching technology is highly accurate) and the assumption that the evidence has not been planted, etc. So given your background evidence $K$, it is clear that $E$ confirms $H$.

If we make an agent’s background evidence explicit, the Moderate Principle can be stated more fully as follows (for simplicity, I assume that both $E$ and $K$ are sets of propositions):

The Moderate Principle: Suppose your total body of evidence is $E \cup K$. If evidence $E$ justifies you in believing that $H$ and prior to learning that $E$, $K$ alone did not justify you in believing $H$, then $P(H \mid E \land K) > P(H \mid K)$, where $P$ represents your credence function and $P$ is a rational credence function for you to have.

The Moderate Principle is as plausible as an abstract epistemic principle can be. It is neutral between permissivist and impermissivist epistemologies. For instance, within the subjective Bayesian framework, the Moderate Principle is obviously right: after all, if relative to your credence function $P$, a new piece of evidence $E$ does not increase your credence in $H$, then why start believing $H$ on $E$? If $E$ does not add to your credence in $H$, then $E$ cannot be a part of your reason for believing $H$.

Therefore, I also do not expect the Moderate Principle to be a controversial premise in my argument.

By contrast, the third premise, Relational Objectivity, is a controversial premise from a permissivist perspective. So, it requires a more detailed discussion and motivation, compared to the previous two premises.

12 Sometimes, for the sake of readability, I won’t explicitly mention an agent’s background evidence. But it should be remembered that the talk of confirmation only makes sense relative to a given background evidence. I will make background evidence explicit only when necessary.
Relational Objectivity is a comparative principle: it is solely concerned with how likely evidence \( E \) is if a hypothesis \( H \) is true \textit{than} if \( H \) is false. Relational Objectivity is \textit{not} concerned with either a \textit{prior probability} of a hypothesis \( H \), denoted by \( P(H) \), or a \textit{posterior probability} of \( H \), \( P(H|E) \). Instead, Relational Objectivity is about the conditional probabilities of the following type—\( P(\text{evidence} \mid \text{hypothesis}) \), called \textit{likelihoods}. A likelihood encodes what a hypothesis, \( H \), says about evidence \( E \): that is, how likely \( E \) is on the supposition that \( H \) is true.

As with the confirmation relation, whether \( P(E|H) > P(E|\neg H) \) depends on a body of background evidence \( K \). So, taking background evidence into account, Relational Objectivity can be stated more precisely as follows:

Let \( P \) and \( P^* \) be rational credence functions of two agents who share the same background evidence \( K \); then for any evidence \( E \) it cannot be the case that \( P(E|H \land K) > P(E|\neg H \land K) \) and \( P^*(E|H \land K) \leq P^*(E|\neg H \land K) \).

The relevance of Relational Objectivity for our argument is made explicit by the theorem of probability theory:

\textbf{Theorem:} For any \( H \), \( E \), \( K \), and probability function \( P \), \( E \) confirms \( H \) relative to \( K \) iff \( P(E|H \land K) > P(E|\neg H \land K) \).

So, given this theorem, Relational Objectivity is equivalent to the thesis that if a piece of evidence \( E \) (relative to the fixed background evidence) rationally confirms a hypothesis, then it rationally confirms the hypothesis for all (equally informed) agents.

It may be useful to note that, instead of Relational Objectivity, I could have used a similar principle that has been defended by Maher (1996, 163). Maher has argued that the following, more objectivist analysis of confirmation should substitute the subjective Bayesian analysis of confirmation:

Let \( R(K) \) denote the set of all probability functions that are rationally permissible on background evidence \( K \); then \( E \) confirms \( H \) relative to \( K \), iff for all \( P \in R(K) \), \( P(H|E \land K) > P(H|K) \).

The gist of Relational Objectivity and Maher’s principle is the same: on both principles, whether evidence \( E \) rationally confirms \( H \) does not depend on how an agent subjectively evaluates the relationship between \( E \)
and $H$ (relative to $K$). Clearly, my argument would remain valid if we substitute Relational Objectivity with Maher’s principle.

But, unlike Maher’s principle, Relational Objectivity makes explicit that the objectivity of confirmation is due to, what Hawthorne (2005, 278) has called “the objectivity or “publicness” of likelihoods that occur in Bayes’ theorem” (More on this in section 4.1). So, Relational Objectivity is stated in a way that emphasises this publicness or objectivity of likelihoods.

Why accept Relational Objectivity? Firstly, Relational Objectivity is logically weaker than White’s Objectivity: the former is entailed by the latter but not the other way around. So, any reason for accepting Objectivity is also a reason for accepting Relational Objectivity. Let me elaborate on this.

Objectivity is concerned with the traditional notion of evidential support which is closely related to the notion of rational belief. This is made explicit by the third premise of White’s argument:

(P3) Necessarily, it is rational for $S$ to believe that $H$ iff $S$’s total evidence supports $H$.

By contrast, as Theorem makes explicit, Relational Objectivity is concerned with the notion of confirmation. And the confirmatory relation between $E$ and $H$ is necessary but often insufficient for an agent to rationally believe $H$ on $E$, even if $S$’s total body of evidence is $E$ (I give an example shortly). An alternative way of explaining the difference between White’s Objectivity and Relational Objectivity is by invoking Carnap’s (1962, Preface to the Second Edition) well-known distinction between “concepts of firmness” and “concepts of increase in firmness”. White’s Objectivity concerns the firmness of a hypothesis; it says that whether a hypothesis is sufficiently firm or probable (for belief) is an objective matter. By contrast, Relational Objective concerns whether the evidence increases the firmness or confirms the hypothesis. And, as it is well-known, the evidence may increase the firmness of a hypothesis without making the hypothesis firm (or sufficiently firm). For instance, consider a detective who received reliable testimony that a suspect, John, was seen near the crime scene. Suppose that this piece of evidence, $T$, is the detective’s total body of evidence that John committed the crime (denoted by $J$). Now, even if $T$ rationally confirms or increases the probability of $J$, it is clearly irrational to believe that $J$ solely on the basis of $T$. In Carnap’s terms, $T$ increases the firmness of $J$ but does not make $J$ firm enough (for the detective). Hence, while confirmation is necessary for rational belief, it is often insufficient.
To sum up: Relational Objectivity is motivated by the same core idea as Objectivity, that the evidential support relation is objective, at least to some extent. But, unlike White’s Objectivity, Relational Objectivity only commits us to a moderate view about the extent to which the support relation is objective.

Certainly, permissivists may call Relational Objectivity into question. But, as we will see, to call Relational Objectivity into question requires more than the appeal to the standard permissivists claims: that subjective, agent-relative factors such as epistemic standards, goals, and personal credence functions have a rational influence on an agent’s doxastic states. So, I’ll be happy to concede to permissivists that there is no objective support relation in White’s sense: where the objective support relation fully determines what an agent ought to believe. However, as I argue next, Relational Objectivity won’t commit us to such a demanding view about objective support.

4.1 Relational Objectivity

As I’ve already explained, Relational Objectivity is solely concerned with the type of conditional probabilities called likelihoods. Unlike prior and posterior probabilities, likelihoods are widely considered to be the most objective part of Bayesian inference. To illustrate this, let us consider one of the most common forms of Bayes’ theorem:

\[
P(H|E) = \frac{P(E|H) \times P(H)}{P(E|H) \times P(H) + P(E|\neg H) \times P(\neg H)}
\]

Equation (1) enables us to calculate posterior probability, \( P(H|E) \), in terms of the prior probability of \( H, P(H) \), and two likelihoods: \( P(E|H) \) and \( P(E|\neg H) \).\(^{13}\) Notice that (by the law of total probability) the denominator in Bayes’ theorem—\( P(E|H) \times P(H) + P(E|\neg H) \times P(\neg H) \)—equals to the expectedness of evidence, \( P(E) \). Hence, \( P(E) \) is equivalent to the probability-weighted average of likelihoods. So, (1) can be simplified to:

\[
P(H|E) = \frac{P(E|H) \times P(H)}{P(E)}
\]

And by using equation (2), if we take the ratio of \( P(H|E) \) and \( P(\neg H|E) \) we get the ratio form of Bayes’ theorem:

\(^{13}\) Sometimes, likelihoods written as \( P(E|\neg H) \) denote the likelihoods of a special kind known as catchall likelihoods. Catchall likelihoods are discussed at the end of this section.
\[
\frac{P(H|E)}{P(\neg H|E)} = \frac{P(E|H) \cdot P(H)}{P(E|\neg H) \cdot P(\neg H)}/P(E)
\]

By simplifying, we get:

\[
\frac{P(H|E)}{P(\neg H|E)} = \frac{P(E|H)}{P(E|\neg H)} \cdot \frac{P(H)}{P(\neg H)}
\]

Finally, let \(R_{Post}\) be the ratio of posteriors, \(R_L\) the ratio of likelihoods, and \(R_{Prior}\) the ratio of priors, then, the ratio form of Bayes’ theorem can be summarised succinctly as:

\[
(5) \quad R_{Post} = R_L \cdot R_{Prior}
\]

As equation (5) makes explicit, the impact of evidence on any pair of priors is completely exhausted by \(R_L\), the ratio of likelihoods.\(^{14}\)

Relational Objectivity is solely concerned with the value of \(R_L\) and not at all concerned with \(R_{Prior}\) and \(R_{Post}\). This is an important selling point of Relational Objectivity as prior probabilities are unanimously acknowledged as the most subjective and problematic part of Bayesian inference. And what makes Relational Objectivity more appealing is that it is not a quantitative but a comparative principle: Relational Objectivity is not concerned with the precise numerical values of likelihoods, but only with their comparative probabilities. As \(R_L = \frac{P(E|H)}{P(E|\neg H)}\), it follows that \(P(E|H) > P(E|\neg H)\) iff \(R_L > 1\). So, on Relational Objectivity, the exact value of \(R_L\) is unimportant; what is important is whether \(R_L\) is greater than 1.

Now, even the so-called subjective Bayesians—that is, Bayesians who allow the multitude of coherent prior distributions as rationally permissible—accept that \(R_L\) is the most objective part of Bayesian inference (Hawthorne 2005, 283). The objective status of \(R_L\) is due to the fact that, in many cases, an agent’s evidence defines an objective (or inter-subjectively justified) probability distribution over a set of competing

\(^{14}\)The claim that the ratio of likelihoods is the only factor that impacts how the evidence changes the ratio of priors (which, as equation (5) illustrates, is a fact of probability theory) should not be conflated with a different claim that the ratio of likelihoods provides the adequate measure of the degree to which the evidence confirms a hypothesis. While some have argued that likelihoods are sufficient to adequately measure confirmation, not everyone accepts this. See Festa and Cevolani (2017) for a relevant discussion and references.
hypotheses *without presupposing any prior probability distribution over these hypotheses*.\(^{15}\)

To illustrate the independence of likelihoods from prior probabilities, consider the following diagnostic example (a more philosophical example is considered shortly):

You are a physician who assesses a patient on whether she has some skin disease \(D\). Based on the extensive medical records, you know that the symptoms \(S\), a peculiar rash on her hands, is 90% likely if she has \(D\) and only 10% likely if she does not have \(D\). So, you know that \(P(S|D) = 0.9 > P(S|\neg D) = 0.1\).

Based on this information, you already know that evidence \(S\) confirms \(D\): \(P(D|S) > P(D)\). And as the likelihood ratio is quite high, \(P(S|D)/P(S|\neg D) = 0.9/0.1 = 9\), we know that the evidence \(S\) makes the posterior ratio, \(P(D|S)/P(\neg D|S)\), nine times greater than the prior ratio, \(P(D)/P(\neg D)\). So it is clear that \(S\) provides quite good evidence for \(D\). But, this being said, the new evidence, \(S\), is *insufficient* to conclude that the posterior probability of \(D\) is high (say, higher than 0.5). This is so, because the prior of \(D\) may be quite low. So, suppose that \(D\) is a rare disease and only 1 in 1000 have it. And if your prior in \(D\) is 1/1000, then, unintuitively, simple calculations show that your posterior probability in \(D\) should be less than 1%: \(P(D|S) \approx 0.009\). And in general, even if you do not have sufficient information to provide an objective, uncontentious estimate of the prior of \(D\), you can still rationally conclude that \(S\) is more likely on \(D\) than on \(\neg D\): hence you can rationally conclude that \(S\) confirms \(D\).

As this diagnostic example illustrates, likelihoods may be independent of priors and in many contexts have “objective or inter-subjectively agreed values” (Hawthorne 2005, 283). For this reason, even subjective Bayesians accept the special status of likelihoods; for instance, Edwards et al. (1963, 199) called likelihoods *public* because “[i]n many applications practically all concerned find themselves in substantial agreement with regard to [likelihoods]”.

Certainly, fixing the precise numerical values of likelihoods is not always as easy and objective as in the above diagnostic example. However, Relational Objectivity is *not* concerned with precise numerical values of likelihoods but merely with their comparative plausibilities. So, on Relational Objectivity, whether \(P(E|H)\) is greater than \(P(E|\neg H)\) is an

\(^{15}\)See also Bandyopadhyay et al. (2016) for a detailed discussion about the special status and role of likelihoods in Bayesian inference.
objective matter, even if $P(E|H)$ and $P(E|\neg H)$ do not always have objective numerical values. This makes Relational Objectivity a modest and appealing thesis even from a subjectivist perspective; as there are many cases where the exact numerical values of likelihoods are highly debatable, but we may still be in a position to know comparative claims about these likelihoods. To illustrate this, consider the following, more philosophically interesting example. Suppose two agents agree that the existence of evil constitutes evidence against God’s existence, in the sense that the existence of evil is less likely if God exists than if God does not exist: $P(\text{evil exists}|\text{God}) < P(\text{evil exists}|\text{no God})$. And the agreement about the comparative plausibilities of these likelihoods requires neither the agreement about the priors, nor the agreement about the precise numerical values of these likelihoods.

While in many scientific and philosophical settings comparative claims about likelihoods are objective (or intersubjectively justified), it is unrealistic to suppose that this is always the case. Essentially, the problem is that sometimes it is not possible to approximate in a non-subjective manner the values of the so-called catchall likelihoods: the likelihoods that contain catchall (or composite) hypotheses. A catchall hypothesis is a disjunction of simple (or non-composite) hypotheses. To take an easy example: the hypothesis $H_1$: “the coin is fair” is simple while the hypothesis $\neg H_1$: “the coin is not fair” is a catchall, as $\neg H_1$ is the disjunction of all the specific alternatives to $H_1$ (there are many specific ways in which the coin fails to be fair, if not assumed otherwise). Now, suppose the coin is tossed ten times and eight heads are obtained (denote this observation as “$e$”). The likelihood of $e$ on the supposition that the coin is fair, $H_1$, is completely objective and does not require the specification of a prior distribution over the competing hypotheses (no matter what the prior distribution is, $P(e|H_1) = 45 \times 0.5^{10} \approx 0.04$). By contrast, the corresponding catchall likelihood, $P(e|\neg H_1)$ is sensitive to the prior distribution. To calculate the value of $P(e|\neg H_1)$ we must know the values of all ordinary likelihoods of $e$ on each specific (mutually exclusive) alternative to $H_1$ and the prior distribution over these alternatives. In symbols:

$$P(e|\neg H_1) = \frac{\sum_{i \neq 1} P(e|H_i) \times P(H_i)}{P(\neg H_1)}$$

So, mathematically, catchall likelihoods are reducible to priors and ordinary likelihoods: if we know the values of priors and likelihoods, then we can calculate the value of any catchall likelihood. Thus, in many important settings, the values of catchall likelihoods cannot be neatly
separated from the values of priors. The reader may worry that this feature of catchall likelihoods calls the argument of this paper into question, as the argument relies on the independence of likelihoods and priors.

But the sensitivity of catchall likelihoods on priors is wholly consistent with my argument. For a start, there is an important asymmetry between catchall likelihoods and priors (Fitelson 2007, Section 5). If one knows the values of priors and ordinary likelihoods, then one can calculate the value of the corresponding catchall likelihoods; but not the other way around. Knowing the value of catchall likelihoods and ordinary likelihoods does not determine the prior distribution. So, less information is required to determine the values of catchalls than to determine the values of priors. Because of this, the subjectivity of priors does not necessarily translate to the subjectivity of catchall likelihoods: we could have an objective approximation of the value of a catchall likelihood, but not the value of the corresponding priors.

I expect the following objection at this point: “But what if two equally rational agents have different estimates of priors and, due to this, they disagree about comparative claims involving catchall likelihoods? Does not this show that Relational Objectivity is false?” The answer is “No”. Relational Objectivity does not entail a strong and unobvious claim that the inequalities between likelihoods are always objectively well-defined. It is compatible with Relational Objectivity that in some cases, the available evidence does not (objectively) justify even comparative claims about likelihoods (or confirmation). And if such cases obtain, i.e., if the available evidence does not justify comparative claims about likelihoods, then, according to my argument against EP, it is irrational to believe (or disbelieve) the relevant hypothesis, \( H \), on that evidence. Instead, we should conclude that there is no fact of the matter whether \( E \) is more likely on \( H \) than on \( \neg H \). This conclusion is entirely compatible with Relational Objectivity, as it does not require that the inequalities between likelihoods are objectively well-defined on any evidence.

Hopefully, this discussion convinces even those sympathetic with permissivist epistemologies that Relational Objectivity is a plausible,

---

16To take the coin example again, we could be justified to think that the likelihood of getting eight heads out of ten tosses is higher on the supposition that coin is not fair than on the supposition that the coin is fair, even if it is not possible to estimate the value of priors in a non-subjective manner.

17For instance, Sober (2008, 26-30) has argued that when we deal with “deep and general” theories, such as the general theory of relativity, then some comparative claims about likelihoods cannot be objectively justified. See Sober (Chapter 1, Sections 1.2, 1.3) for a detailed discussion. Sober’s overall view agrees with our conclusion that if evidence and hypotheses do not justify the comparative claims about likelihoods, then an agent should abstain from forming beliefs on such evidence.
moderate principle, especially compared to such principles as White’s Objectivity that imposes very strong constraints on rational belief.

In the next and final section, I summarise the key points of the paper and conclude that the presented argument against EP improves upon White’s similar style of argument.

5. Conclusion

I’ve presented a novel argument against Extreme Permissivism (EP). According to this argument, EP is false because two equally informed agents who suspend judgement about a proposition $H$ cannot adopt opposing attitudes towards $H$ upon receiving the same new evidence; as adopting opposing attitudes towards $H$ requires that $E$ confirms $H$ for one agent, but $\neg H$ for the other agent; but given a plausible and relatively weak principle about likelihoods—which I’ve called Relational Objectivity—this cannot be the case.

Since Relational Objectivity is only concerned with relational probabilities of likelihoods, the presented argument against EP is wholly compatible with a plausible permissivist idea that non-evidential factors—such as epistemic standards, goals, and credence functions—have (some) rational influence on what an agent ought to believe (and to what degree).

To illustrate this, suppose that Credal Permissivism is true (that is, equally informed agents can adopt different credences toward a proposition). Now, consider two equally informed detectives, Salome and Naomi, who adopt non-identical credence functions $P_S$ and $P_N$ and suspend judgment on whether John committed the crime (denoted by $J$). Salome may be more sceptical about John’s guilt and attach lower prior in $J$; for simplicity, assume that relative to their shared background evidence $K$, $P_S(J) = 0.25$ and $P_N(J) = 0.4$. Now, further suppose that they learn a new piece of evidence $E$ that rationally confirms $J$: $P(E|J) > P(E|\neg J)$. Since Salome had a lower prior in $J$, her posterior in $J$, $P_S(J|E)$, may not be high enough for her to believe that $J$. By contrast, from Naomi’s point of view, $P_N(J|E)$ could be sufficiently high to believe that $J$.

This example is wholly consistent with the presented argument against EP. So, even if Relational Objectivity is true, two agents may have non-trivially differing credences towards a proposition and rationally disagree about whether to believe or suspend judgment on that proposition.
Certainly, supporters of EP may find Relational Objectivity too demanding and advance some novel objections against it. But, as I’ve argued, these objections must go beyond the standard permissivist claims that subjective, non-evidential factors have a rational influence on what an agent ought to believe and to what degree.
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